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Background & Description: 
 

The principal end uses of Tetrahydrofuran include pharmaceutical solvent, adhesives, PVC cement and magnetic 

tape, ethanol is one of many kinds of alcohol and is the only type of alcohol that can be consumed and water is the 

universal solvent. 

In this process the theoretical stages of the three columns C1, C2, and C3 are 29, 72, and 70. The recirculation exits 

through stream D3 and re-enters column C1 for which a recycling logic block was used. Stream D3 (recycled stream) 

and the Feed Stream are fed to the 7th and 24th trays of the column C1, at the botton 99.9 mol% water is obtained 

and the reflux is 0.408, at the top 99.5 mol% ethanol is obtained while the stream D1 feeds at the 6th stage of column 

C2 and the reflux ratio is 1.350, on the other hand, in the column C3 while the feed is at the 37th stage 99.5 mol% 

THF is obtained and the reflux ratio is 1.762. The process operating pressures are 0.10 MPa for column C1, 0.52 

MPa for column C2 and 1.00 MPa for column C3. 

Thermodynamic package: Material Streams (NRTL), Distillation Column 1 (DECHEMA/ Ideal Gas Law/ Wilson/ 

T correlation/ Ideal), Distillation Column 2 (DECHEMA/ Ideal Gas Law/ Wilson/ T correlation/ None), Distillation 

Column 3 (DECHEMA/ Ideal Gas Law/ Wilson/ T correlation/ None). 

 

Flowsheet: 

 



 

 
Results: 

The results of the simulation obtained are shown in Table 1-2, they are in agreement with those obtained by 

Yang Su et al., (2020), who used Aspen Plus for the design and simulation of the process. 

 

Table 1: Simulation results 

 

 

After obtaining the results through the simulation in DWSIM, it is necessary to validate the results obtained with 

the scientific reference, by comparing the results to calculate the percentage error. The article used for the validation 

of the results was carried out by Yang Su et al., (2020). In the validation of the results, the most relevant results were 

considered. Table 2 shows the validation results. 

 

Table 2: Simulation validation (% Error) 
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